Instead of identifying fields with the curvature of a metric, the present theory shows that they may be identified with the manner in which the four-way measuring system of the physical observer 0 is embedded in a flat five-dimensional manifold provided that due accouut is taken of the imperceptibility of the fifth dimension. In this system fields are introduced by treating the direction cosines, klj9 of the four directions of measurement and of the im perceptible direction as variable functions of position in the manifold. The track of an unconstrained body P is taken as a straight line (cosmodesic) in the manifold, but the 'pro jection' of it which O observes in his four-co-ordinate system is in general curved. Thus the equation describing the element ds of P 's cosmodesic in O's four-co-ordinate system (Ax/1) is
When 0 applies the variational condition to ds which expresses the fact that the cosmodesic is straight, he concludes thdt it has a space-time curvature with two distinct components, one dependent upon A which is the angle between the cosmodesic and an universal direction hQ and upon vls, the other acting equally on all P bodies whatever the value of A and depending only on 6Z^. These ' accelerations ' are shown to correspond to electromagnetic and gravitational fields respectively, and the inverse square law of force is shown to hold for spherically sym metrical fields of both types as a consequence of the condition of coherence of the measuring system.
When the cause of the positional variation of the is a heavy body, having a constrained rotation, it is shown to give rise to the magnetic field that a body of charge equal to its gravi tation mass would have, without the corresponding electrostatic field.
The kl / s are restricted by the requirement that the angles between the absolute fifth direction, the direction imperceptible for O, and the direction orthogonal to O's four measuring directions, are all null.
A list of symbols used in this paper is given in an appendix on p. 60.
Geometrical representation of freedom and constraint

1*1. Types of field theory
Field theories are framed to give a mathematical account of the observed curvilinear paths of unconstrained moving bodies. There are various ways in which such theories can be constructed. A primary distinction can be drawn according to whether the paths are regarded as 'really' curved, or 'really' straight. If they are 'really' curved, they may be described in terms of central forces 'acting at a distance'. This is the Newton-Maxwell type of theory, and it fails to give a complete account of the observed facts. Alternatively, the curvature can be ascribed to the metric framework to which the observations are referred. This leads to so-called ' geometrical theories'. These can be constructed to give an account, accurate within the present [ 39 ] limits of verifiability, of unconstrained gravitational motions. They fail, however, to offer any simple and readily visualized representation of such motions, and still less do they make it easy to represent the electromagnetic field or the connexion between these two disclosed by the gravitomagnetic effect. A third line is to take the paths of all unconstrained bodies as absolutely straight -thus adopting a simple and natural extension of Newton's first law. In this case it is necessary to postulate an absolute reference manifold, itself free from curvature, without which absolute straightness has no meaning. Both the path and the reference manifold being regarded as free from curvature, the observed curvature of the motion must, in this type of theory, be ascribed solely to some property of the observer and his measuring system and the m anner in which this system is embedded in the reference manifold. In the present paper a theory of the ' absolute straight p a th ' type is developed in which the reference manifold is five-dimensional and curvature-free. This appears to conflict with the demonstration th a t the geometrical interpretation of the gravitational field requires a non-Euclidean metric (Schwarzschild equation) th a t cannot be embedded in a Euclidean manifold of less th an ten dimensions. (Eddington 1924) . I t will, however, be shown th a t this difficulty does not arise if the path of the unconstrained body and the measuring system of the observer are independently related to the reference manifold.
1*2. Statement of basic postulates
In order to give a m athematical account of the results of identifying the curvature of observed paths with properties of the observer and his measuring system it is necessary to express these properties in a geometrical form. They are: as regards the observer, the fact th a t his measurements are, a t any given point, confined to only four (three of space and one of time) out of the possible five independent direc tions in the cosmic manifold; and, as regards the measuring system, the fact th a t any situation in the five-dimensional manifold must, by a generalized projection, be referred back to the measuring system. The rigidity of O's measuring system enables the directions of measurement a t two spatially separate points to be related to one another. The manner in which this is effected, combined with the restriction upon the measurements of the observer, gives rise to the equations for the field. In this way, a theory is constructed which is entirely free from action a t a distance, a result which has not been obtained even in geometrical as opposed to central force theories.
These considerations can be formulated in terms of postulates defining four con stituent elements in a generalized dynamical system.
(a) A five-dimensional flat cosmic manifold and an 'absolute observer' Q, able to measure 'tru e ' intervals R S between any two points in the sets up a rectangular, orthogonal co-ordinate system 2Q, 3Q, *Q, 5Q) for the whole manifold, with origin R, the interval R S will satisfy the relation
In this equation the kQ, the co-ordinates in the Q system of the point S, are all real numbers and the difference between the space-like (10 , 20 , 30 ) and time-like U nified field theory in a curvature-free five-d im en sio n a (4Q, 5Q) directions is indicated by the Minkowskian device of positive and negative additions of the squares of these numbers. The fifth (time-like) co-ordinate can conveniently be called 'anti-tim e' or 'eternity'. The term anti-time will be used in the present paper. The property of irreversibility associated with temporal processes does not arise in field theory, nevertheless it may be worth noting th at the anti-time postulate suggested itself to us from the thermodynamical consider ation th a t conservation and irreversibility hold only for temporal processes. Symmetry suggests th a t there should also be a direction along which these effects are reversed and we find in fact th a t for anti-time displacements entropy is conserved but the total energy content of a closed system may have different values.
(b) A physical observer 0 who is ' anti-time blind '; i.e. who can only make measure ments of space-like intervals (rigid rulers) and time-like intervals (clocks) but can neither observe nor make measurements in a certain direction which is near to the universal anti-time direction 5Q.* 0 depends for his observations upon his own rigid measuring system, and it is assumed that, referred to the cosmic manifold, this need be neither rectilinear nor orthogonal at any given point. We shall describe the kind of time constancy of shape and size, possessed by 0 's constructional materials, by the term relative rigidity to distinguish it from absolute rigidity which would apply to configurations self-congruent for all possible linear transformations in the cosmic manifold. We can readily see th at the relative rigidity of O's experience does not exist for Q. Let R be taken as origin of O's co-ordinate system. Th ments given by O's rulers( X1 , X 2 , X3 ) and clocks ( 4) startin thus taken along curved lines through the point; these are assumed to lie close to but not necessarily to coincide with the rectilinear orthogonal axes of Q at the point R. Thus what appears to be rigid for O changes shape for Q. This implies th at the distance between two of O's time lines, which for him is constant, is not in general constant for Q. I t is by the conditions which have to be introduced to ensure the stationary time character and isotropic space character of O's measuring system th at the conception of 'restricted rigidity' is given a geometrical interpretation.
These conditions can be formulated in terms of the conservation principle that for any possible observer a stationary system does no work. An equivalent, if less obvious, statement is that the density of a body on which no work is done remains constant for any observer. From this it follows that the volume of a ' relatively rigid ' body (e.g. O's ruler) remains stationary for Q, although by s measurements, the distance between any two points changes with O's time. In other words, the ruler which is ideally rigid for 0 behaves as if it were ideally plastic for Q. As seen by Q the dimensions of an element of a rigid body change in such a way that the alteration in the direction of the field-producing body compensates those in the orthogonal directions so that the volume remains constant. For O, of course, the dimensions do not change.
(c) An unconstrained body P, the observation of which is the only means available to the observer for detecting the presence of a field. P is without space extension, and its temporal existence can be represented by a straight line in the ^-co-ordinate system. To indicate the 'absolute' character of the straightness of P 's path we shall use the term 'cosmodesic'. To demonstrate the fields it is sufficient to show th a t the apparent track fpr Oo f a P whose cosmodesic passes through t the appropriate curvature.
(d) A field-producing system M whose space-distributed existence is the non vanishing of the components of null angles between 5Q, xa and L5 a t all points in the cosmic manifold. M is not necessarily rigidly connected to O, and the null angle may be composed of several simple 'fields ' centred a t a set of points occupying a definite volume of space, i.e. M may be of finite size or a point.
Field theory then becomes the science of the relations between simple uncon strained point bodies moving in cosmodesics and the space-extended rigid systems used by physical observers for making measurements.
1*3. Notation and conventions
I t is convenient to replace the purely real (in the mathematical sense) sets of numbers kQ and by the mixed sets* defined by
1-4. Universal anti-time We assume th a t the general mass-system of the universe determines an unique direction of anti-time 5Q in the cosmic manifold. All 5Q 's a t all times and in all places are therefore parallel. From this it follows th a t the cosmodesic of an unconstrained body P always makes a fixed angle with 5Q, so th a t we can take an angle A such th a t \n -A is the angle made by the cosmodesic of P with 5Q. 4Q is the direction of time for Q, and the choice of the 4Q direction from among all possible time-like directions in the four world through R orthogonal to 5Q is equivalent to fixing the velocity of Q relative to the mass-system of the universe. Owing to the isotropy of space 10 , 2Q and 3Q can be arbitrarily selected as any three imaginary axes orthogonal to 4Q and 5Q.
1-5. The rigid measuring system of O
We now define the measuring system of 0 by means of five directions a t any point (e.g. the origin R), having vector components nearly equal to those of the kQ. These five directions will be designated by the unit vectors L1} L2, L3, L4, L5, where L4 is the direction a t R along which O measures time; L5 is the direction a t R along which displacement involves no change in the clock and ruler readings of There can be only one such direction because the manifold is five-dimensional and 0 can make four independent measurements. Ruler and clock measurements made will be expressed by the symbol Ax?, where y -1,2,3 and 4, but not 5. We also introduce a t the origin R a direction to having unit the Q-system 2w, zm, 4 r u, bm; to like L5, makes a small angle wi defined as being orthogonal to the four vectors Lx, L2, L3, L4 at R. We have thus at each point of the cosmic manifold accessible to 0 three anti-time-like directions (1) 5Q which is universal, (2) L5 and (3) to, t he latter t fix the rigidity of 0 's measuring system. 1*6. Null intervals and null angles I t is an obvious property of a complex geometry th at it is possible to have null intervals
where the Q are all real and finite. Similarly, we call the relation between a pair of unit vectors a 'null angle' when they have the same or different components and the cosine of the angle between them, defined in the usual way as their scalar product, is unity. The angle will be called a 'zero angle' when all the components are identical.
1*7. Gravitational field
The gravitational field is now defined as the situation which satisfies the condition th at at all points in the manifold L5 coincides with 5Q and makes a null angle with 5Q with non-zero components that are themselves functions of kQ. In other words
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but f(w = small quantity not zero such that 4 2 jjTn2 0 and -1.
(1-4)
Since the direction of to varies for different values of (fi = 1, 2, 3, 4) it follows that the four-way measuring system of 0 does not lie in a fourfold. On the other hand, since the direction of stationary measurements for 0 (L5) coincides with 5Q, dis placement of the system along 5Q will leave all measurements unchanged. It will be shown in the next section that is related to the 'potential energy' of the field in which 0 observes P as moving and that it is possible to express the components of to in terms of x?, so that the equations of the gravitational field emerge required form. This turns on the double limitation on O-his rigid measuring system and his anti-time blindness-the combination of which give the same results as Newton's theory with the small correction introduced by Einstein.
1*8. Electrostatic field
The electrostatic field is defined as the situation which satisfies the conditions to coincident with 5Q and L6 makes a null angle with 6Q having non-iero components which are functions of iQ.
For this case, in general, displacement of the system along 5Q involves a change in 0 's observable co-ordinates x1, x2, x 3, x*.
The components %, 5Z 5 of the unit vector L5 in the Q co-ordinate system, i.e. its direction cosines relative to the 5Q, are real and imaginary numbers satisfying % = 1 and %2 + %2 + %2 + H* = 0.
(1-5)
In the next section it will be shown th a t Hh is directly related to the electrostatic potential energy observed by O for a P-body carrying unit charge. The angle \ tt -A which the cosmodesic of P makes with 5Q is P (tan A oc E jm 0). We have thus the necessary elements for constructing the electro static field equations. The magnetic vector potential appears when the rotation of the vector set relative to the ftQ is given a velocity rotation relative to the Q and O (i.e. a Minkowski rotation about 5Q) corresponding to the motion of the charged field-producing body M relative to Q and 0. Electromagnetic fields thus arise where the four-way measuring system of O lies in a fourfold, but the direction of anti-tim e for 0 is not unique.
1*9. Physical rigidity and geometrical torsions
Both types of field m ust be identified with the interpretation of the fact th a t the measuring system of O is constrained.
The notion of a rigid body is derived from our common experience of persistent material objects. Since we are not concerned with any processes proceeding in the interior of such a body, it is irrelevant to consider its atomic structure. I t may, however, be observed th a t the measuring instruments used in dynamical observa tions are constructed of materials approximating as closely as possible to ideal rigid bodies, and the assumption th a t such instruments are available is common to all types of field theory.
The significant properties which we have to discriminate for the purpose of our analysis are those of rigidity and constraint. I t will be shown th a t the presence of a field is equivalent to the curvatures of the two-dimensional surfaces, traced in the five-dimensional manifold by the ends of a rigid ruler; this curvature arising because, unless the ruler is a t right angles to the direction of the field, its two ends are in regions where the angles between the Lfc and the *0 are different. I t can also be shown th a t the variation of these angles with the variation of x? implies th a t the h k forms an axis system with torsions (Cartan 1932).
In the gravitational case, the magnitude of the unobservable displacement along the invisible fifth direction corresponding to the interval is not uniquely determined by the numbers Ax'1, but depends, for example, upon is traversed by taking Ax^ or Ax4 first. In the electromagnetic case t the envelope of L5 is not unique but depends upon the ratio of d5q and i.e. upon the angle A.
The interpretation of absolute displacements AS PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS
• 1. General field conditions
In the previous section we have established two independent geometrical con structions both referred to the ^-co-ordinate system of the cosmic manifold. One is the cosmodesic of the unconstrained point body P, determined by the angle -A which it makes with 5Q. The second is the rigid measuring system of O, deter mined by the unit vectors Ly each making small, null or zero angles with the corre sponding kQ axes through the given point. These constitute the whole equipment required for constructing a general unified field theory.
Let the unit vector L} have direction cosines kls with reference to the orthogonal reference frame kQ such th at = 1.
(2-1)
k=l
The kl j are assumed to be functions of nQ . This assumption of the most general kind of field possible. In order to obtain results which will be applicable to 0 's observations and measurements, it is necessary to specify the conditions under which the kl/s may be expressed as functions of the space-time quantities xp , where the x*1 are measured along curves in the cosmic manifold to which the L are tangent vectors (fi -1,2,3,4). This First, however, we must develop the general rigidity conditions limiting the choice of the kl j s. Consider an infinitesimal element ds = R S of the cosmodesic of P passing through R, the origin of the kQ co-ordinate system. The point S has infinitesimal displace ments dkq from R. Let A#? be the infinitesimal displacements along the five direc tions L;-corresponding to dkq. By definition of the klj
where kln is the cofactor of kln in || klj || divided by the value of this determinant. We now make use of the approximative assumption th at the components of the Lj-are nearly the same as those of the Thus if e is a small number, we have, at most 4m, n v, %, % = whence it follows th at Hj -1 + 0(e2).
The orthogonality conditions required by the rigidity of O's measuring system (cf. § 1-5) can now be stated in differential form.
(i) ta is orthogonal to L^ giving
with three similar equations for the kl2, kl3 and kl4.
(ii) The L^ are mutually orthogonal, giving
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(iii) is orthogonal to the projection of L4 into SQ = 0, giving
with two similar equations for the pairs (2,4) and (3,4). These conditions restrict the choice of the directions for both types of field. They are the minimum requirements which must be satisfied if 0 is to make measure ments which are self-consistent in time. I t can readily be seen th a t this is physically equivalent to the postulate th a t 0 's measuring system coheres in such a way as to be self-identical in time to first-order accuracy.
2-2.
The condition that the klfscan be expressed as fun 2*2*1. Gravitational field
Here we have L5 in the direction of 5Q so th a t % = 1, H5 =■ 0 and hence 5^" = 0.
(2 *8)
I t follows th a t equations (2*3) do not contain d5q. Hence there is no loss of gener ality in considering only cosmodesics lying in = 0. Now in the gravitational field the LA do not lie in 5Q = 0, and hence the (when expressed as functions of dkq) must be integr,able for all possible dkq. The conditions for this are
Equations (2*9) are thus the general differential equations of condition in the gravi tational field. When they are satisfied the klj which are defined as functions of nq can be expressed as functions of x*1.
2*2*2. General formulae for the co-factors kP
For the purpose of developing (2*10) explicitly it is convenient to obtain the co-factors kP evaluated to 0(e3). We find, using (2*4) and 5Z 5= 1,
Making use of (2-6) and (2*7) we obtain the alternative expressions
Equation (2*5) can also be put in the form th a t equals l5, a result which will be used later.
Unified field theory in a curvature-free five-dimensional manifold 47 2*2*3. The co-factors in the gravitational field For the co-factors, from (2*8), (2*10) and (2*11) we have 2*2*4. Electromagnetic field Here xo is in the direction of 5Q so that 5 Is = 1, / -0, 5ls being unity as before. In the electromagnetic field the necessarily lie in 5Q = 0, so th at displacements along 5Q have no meaning for 0. Hence it is not necessary that all the Ax'1 shall be integrable with respect to such displacements in order tha the klj shall be expressible in terms of O's co-ordinates x*1. It is, however, necessary that they shall all be integrable with respect to displacements d^q] and also th at Ax4 shall be integrable with respect to displacements as well as displacements d^q, for otherwise a charged body situated a t the same place as O and having instan taneously zero velocity would disagree with O about the simultaneity of arrival of signals. We have therefore 0^ = a / d^q cvq and cmq (2*14) 2*2*5. Co-factors in the electromagnetic field For the co-factors from (2*11), (2*13) we have
The symmetry of the two kinds of field can be seen at once by comparing (2*12) and (2*15). It remains to show that they have the correct properties to entitle them to be interpreted as gravitational and electromagnetic fields respectively.
3. Potential energy and the generalized Lagrangian 3*1. The relation between constrained and free systems Our task is to translate out of the umversal kQ co-ordinate system the relations between the two sets 0 and P in such a way as to express them in terms of O's physical measurements. This must be done without setting up a co-ordinate system for O, because, as we have seen in (1*7), 0 's measuring system need not lie in a four fold. Moreover, such a procedure would leave us without the means of allowing for O' s 'anti-tim e' blindness. We m ust therefore confine ourselves to the system of directions along which 0 makes his measurements a t a point and then find the means of integrating the differential equations which express the fact th a t O uses a rigid space-extended structure.
If we fix our attention on the vector L4 along which O measures time with his clocks, we have a space-distributed variation in the components of the null angles between L5 -5Q and xa-5Q respectively. These components variable functions of the xp it m ust follow th a t the L4 vectors throu are not parallel to one another. I t follows th a t the L4's make a varying angle with the cosmodesic of P, and this in turn leads to 0 's observation of P 's motion as curvilinear and accelerated.
In order to use this result in the analysis, we have to express the variational condition for the straightness of the cosmodesic (3-l) in terms of O' s physical measurements, i.e. x1, x2, x3 and x4. In defining O's measuring system in § 2 we included an anti-time-like measurement Ax5 (being the displacement along L5 measured on the same scale and in homo geneous magnitudes with A#-"). This is permissible in the differential form, b u t Air5 m ust be eliminated before integration, since the proof of § 2 th a t the * are inte g r a te (i.e. have a single value independent of the path of measurement) does not apply to Ax5. Unified field theory in a curvature-free five-dimensional manifold 49 between ds and A xt1,in which the coefficient of is correct to 0(e3) and Axt*Axv to 0(e4). This is the quadratic equation for the interval ds along the cosmodesic of P as it is found in O's measuring system.
3*2. The Lagrangian
In order to exhibit the connexion between the variational equation for the straightness of the cosmodesic and the equations of motion we can define quantity L, V?, and V by the equations L ds cos A 1 m0c2 Ax4
Ax^ iV* Axx c v^,
(3-4)
Inserting from these in (3-1) we obtain the form 1 -sec h AaA = 0. m0c2/ (3-5)
Since A and m0c2 are time and space constant, this is equivalent to the classical variational equation 8^Ldt = 0 for the motion of a particle in a field of
We can accordingly derive the potential energy of the motion from (3-3) by the following quadratic in L:
In order to interpret this equation in terms of O's physical measurements, we may consider the approximate forms which are appropriate for the various types of field.
3-3. The gravitational field
Applying the equations of §2-2 and the approximations permitted by (2-4) to equation (3-3) we have ds2 cos2 A = S {1 -(5Z /t)2} (Aa>")2 + ( 2 (crF°7")) (/i + r).
Using (2-6) and (2*7) to evaluate the coefficients of the last term, this gives Where 5Z 4 is not zero, and we are dealing with the case of spherical symmetry about a point distant r from JR, this equation can be transformed into spherical polar co-ordinates by writing (this is legitimate since 2 (5Z )2 = 0, so th a t 2 (e^)2 = 1 and hence may be fl-1 #= 1 regarded as a set of direction cosines in space a t the point independent of r)
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Then (3-7) takes the form
Equation (3*9) is recognized immediately as having the same form as the Schwarzschild equation providing the function 5Z 4 = f(r, d,<f>) is correctly assigned. I t must again be emphasized th a t (3-9) is not a metric equation in the sense of determining the space constants of a metrical manifold. I t is simply the statem ent of w hat 0 will find when he makes measurements in his own rigidly constructed system upon the motion of the unconstrained body P. I t follows th a t the apparent track of P as observed by O satisfies all the physical requirements of a body falling in a gravi tational field including the Einstein correction to the Newtonian theory. In the next section we shall derive the function 5Z 4 from the differential equations of condition obtained in § 2. I t will facilitate the work of physical interpretation if we show how the potential energy is derived from (3-6). When we omit the Einstein correction terms (corre sponding to dr2{ \ ) 2 in (3-9)), (3-6) becomes Thus £ = ™0C2{ 1 -which may be compared with the classical Lagrangian 04 -y ( i -5 ) K clearly the potential energy Q.g of any body in a field of this type is proportional to its inertial rest-mass, and is always negative (giving an attractional force). This follows from the fact th a t 5Z 4 is a real number and we have approximately (3-10) 3-4.-The electromagnetic field Inserting = 0 and making use of the approximation of (2-4) we get (3-6) in the form = * * = J (^+ <*»)
by (2-6) and (2*7). Now we can make use of the fact that by hypothesis the potential and kinetic energies are both small compared with unity and complete the square on the lefthand side to obtain
In this expression-to exhibit a familiar form-we have retained terms under the radical of the same order as those neglected in the approximations. We have thus a field of force with potential energy Q,e given by
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Now A is a property of the unconstrained body P and is independent of the field (being simply the angle by which its cosmodesic diverges from perpendicularity to 5Q). We can therefore write " w0c2tan A = (3*12)
where £ is an universal constant and E is the electric charge upon P. From this it can be seen that we are dealing with a field which does not act on bodies in direct proportion to their inertial mass. In particular, a body whose cos modesic lies in hQ = 0 has A = 0 and therefore zero potential energy everywher Moreover, fields of this type can be attractive or repulsive according to the signs of the numbers tan A and vl p one of which belongs to P itself and the others to In order to complete the demonstration that we have all the properties of electric fields, we need to show how to express £*e/E in terms of a vector potential. Since, according to the basic assumption for this type of field, L1? L2, L3 and L4 all lie in 5Q = 0 and are mutually orthogonal, the vljl can only correspond to the direction cosines of a Minkowski velocity rotation. Referring the latter to the kQ system, we can assign real components (x?7, 2 U, 3U)to the velocity an tities 1 u, 2u, hi, hi and u by the equations substituting these values in (3-11), assuming th a t ^ and u are 0(e) and omitting terms in 0(e3), we obtain (3-i5) 1 ) This differs from the classical form for the potential energy of a charged body moving in a field which has magnetic four-vector potential A = 4Z 5(%, 2u, 3u , 1), s in Hb.Of these, the one entering the electrostatic 3 iz. 2 Hb^u,is a small correction on the main p art Hb of this component \Jr-1 because Hb is 0(e) and so is ^u.
The terms in Hb in the magnetic components appear to be large compared classical term but they do not give rise to any forces because the magnetic force is given by curl A and curl (4Z 5) vanishes identically. This follows because 4 3 2 ivh)2 -so th a t Hb can be expressed as where
Hence Hb are the components of a space-vector of magnitude H5 and direction n = (/1/ 2/ 3). From considerations of spatial symmetry it can be seen th a t this direction n coincides with the direction of maximum rate of change of I t follows th a t Hb are the components of the gradient of the scalar and hence curl vanishes identically. The term curl ^uHb does not of course vanish in this way because the vector u is not parallel to n. The demonstration of the electromagnetic field is thus complete. 
The conservation principle
The expressions we have derived for potential energy have been shown to possess the properties appropriate for the gravitational and electromagnetic potential a t a point. I t is necessary to show also th a t these are distributed in space according tc the inverse square law of force. We shall here undertake this demonstration to the same approximation as we obtained for the co-factor in § 2.
I t is easy to see th a t the inverse square law is associated with the time constancy of the field and the three-dimensionality of space. In view of the distinction we have drawn between Q and 0 , we cannot make an assumption of the type used in classical theory, as to the vanishing of the divergence of a gradient, since this is no longer obviously an 'absolute' property of 0 's material objects in the cosmic manifold. We have, however, in the physical conservation principle, geometrically interpreted according to § T2 a property which must apply to both types of field.
The physical principle of conservation of energy is connected with the condition of integrability of the measurements of 0. These conditions were given in §2, equations (2-9) and (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) . We have to demonstrate how these conditions lead to the inverse square law for precisely the two kinds of potential energy we have found and no others th at are not merely combinations or derivations of these. We do not use all of equations (2-9) and (2-14), nor shall we work, in the present paper, to a higher degree of approximation than in § 2.
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4-2. The gravitational potential To derive the law of force we make use of the condition (2-9) that x4 shall be integrable, namely, 0« '> = a<f> ( , = 1,2,3). d^q d4q w (4-7)
From (2-7, 8, 10) (4'8) where T*2 = 2 (%)* (4-9) i and T* is the velocity (for 0) of the freely falling body having cosmodesic Q4.
J . G. B e n n e tt, R . L . B ro w n a n d M. W . T h rin g Also from (2-7) ^ = 'Z 4+ 0(e3). Hence (4-7) becomes So th a t the gravitational potential satisfies Laplace's equation.
4-3. The electrostatic potential
From the second set of equations in (2-14), one of the conditions of integrability ay*)_3 y4) V)
* In a more precise treatment to be given later, it will be shown that the integrability condit ions imply that not all of the klj (Jc^j) can be 0(e); some must be of a greater order of small quantities, f I.e. taking O(e') = 0(e±).
by the same steps as for the gravitational potential. Hence
VV) = i ( | 1^) +0(^£?)-(4'22)
giving Laplace's equation approximately as before. I t will be noted that both the equations governing the law of force follow from the condition of relative rigidity given in §4*1-in a later publication a more exact treatm ent will be given. For the present purpose it is sufficient to record that the Laplace equation is evidently a consequence of the condition that 4 shall be 9-curve in the cosmic manifold uniquely determined at every point of a rigid body.
5. The gravito-magnetic field 5-1. The field of a rotating massive uncharged rigid body As discussed in § 1, the concept of rigidity is as fundamental to the present theory as it is to classical dynamics. We have, moreover, implied that absolute rotations exist by postulating a Q system of co-ordinates with respect to which such rotations can be measured. Now consider the case in which a relatively light mass SM rotates around a heavy mass Mi n a circular path. If SM is freely falling, i.e. held by gravitational or electromagnetic attraction, it describes a cosmodesic, and its own field will be that produced by a body of its charge and mass rotating as it rotates-the equations of § § 3 and 4 being sufficient to give this field. Let u (defined as in § 3-4, equations (3*13)) represent the Minkowski rotation in the Q system corre sponding to the velocity of SM. Then this means th at at any given moment the dis placement of O's Lx... L5 from X Q ... 5Q at another point R will be that corresponding to the charge and mass of SM, but with the Minkowski rotation about 5Q correspond ing to the velocity of SM.
Suppose now that SM is connected by a rigid arm to M, but still rotates at such a velocity that centrifugal force balances gravitational attraction. At first sight the situation would appear to be unchanged, since the motion of SM is kinematically identical, and there is no force in the arm. But clearly the potentialities of the situa tion are now quite different; for example, SM would respond quite differently to a frictional retardation or an impact with another body. Hence the situation with regard to anti-time must be different. The difference is, in fact, that instead of the motion of SM producing the difference between Lx... L5 and X Q ... 5Q corre sponding to the rotation u about 5Q, this difference is rotated by u about the line orthogonal to L x. . . L4, viz. xa. This effect will of course apply equally whether u is the velocity which SM would have if it were unattached or any other velocity, but it is of special importance to show that it does not vanish even in the former case.
We shall now show that, in the case of the rigid attachment of a rotating, un charged but massive SM to M, SM produces a magnetic field as numerically equal to its gravitational mass but without the corresponding electric field.
We define the following sets of co-ordinates and directions. L/( and are respec tively the unit vectors and the measurements of the physical observer 0 at the point E, made under the influence of the constrained motion of 8M. xa is orthogonal to the I>.
L 'a n d x 't1 are the unit vectors and the measurements which 0 would make a t the point E, if 8M were present but had no constrained motion. Hence where the klj are w ritten for the gravitational klj of (2-2) for the field of 8M. o', defined as the direction through E orthogonal to L^, coincides with to because the velocity of the field is constrained. Since and are not orthogonal sets of vectors, it is not possible to express the relation between them simply by a Minkowski rotation of the form given in equation (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) . We therefore use orthogonal co-ordinate sets Y 'k, which are related to one another by the Minkowski rotation u.
The direction of Y^for -1, 2, 3 is th a t of R . whilst Y5 is in the direction of xss. Unified field theory in a curvature-free five-dimensional shows th a t the first three terms correspond to an electromagnetic field of magnitude such th a t 4U7 replaces now by (2*5) 4tzr is the same as -% which is the gravitational rotation due to SM ; from this it follows th a t a moving gravitational unit of m atter 8M which attracts an equal mass a t 1 cm. distance with a force of one dyne, will produce a magnetic field corresponding to an electrostatic unit of charge defined the same way and having the same velocity. This is Wilson's (1923) hypothesis to account for the magnetic field of the earth. The fourth or electrostatic term is not 4ut being an order of magnitude in ur> smaller. I t follows th a t the gravitomagnetic field should not exhibit an observable electro static part.
In the case of a rotating rigid massive sphere, integration of this magnetic field gives a magnetic dipole of moment P given by B lackett's (1947) relation
where U is the angular momentum and ft = 1. I t requires th a t the rotating body should be rigid and th a t small departures from rigidity will have a marked effect on the field. For incompletely rigid bodies like the sun and the earth ft will therefore not have exactly the value unity. The results of Hale Gough (1947) show th a t the earth's magnetic field decreases on descending a deep mine. This is in conformity with the hypothesis th a t the magnetic field is a con sequence of the gravitational field and cannot be explained on the hypothesis th a t the magnetic field arises from the presence of electric currents flowing in the E a rth 's core.
Discussion
The theory put forward in the present paper seeks to derive fields directly from the d ata of experience-namely th a t physical processes involve 'observables' and 'unobservables'. This requires a five-dimensional framework which is taken as a simple extension of Minkowski's (1908) 'absolute w orld' by adding a fifth orthogonal direction labelled anti-tim e. We then make the distinction between observable effects in time (e.g. kinetic energy) and unobservable effects in a n ti time (e.g. potential energy). We further adopt the 'common sense' notion of enduring objects in the form of the idealized physical observer O with his measuring system of rigid rulers and clocks and the observed body P idealized as a point mass moving w ithout constraint. The absolute co-ordinate system of the reference framework is defined by means of a hypothetical absolute observer Q.
Three subsidiary conceptions which arise naturally from the fundam ental ones are then formulated. The first is th a t of ' true ' straightness defined by straight lines in the Q co-ordinate framework. The unconstrained P-body is associated with a straight time line called the cosmodesic. The second subsidiary conception concerns the rigidity of the measuring system. This is defined by a set of unit vectors a t every point. I f a constraint (i.e. a field of force) is present these vectors do not coincide with any set of Q-co-ordinates, but diverge from them by small angles. Finally, we have the third notion of ' anti-tim e' blindness. This is implicit in any five-dimensional theory as de Broglie (1927) pointed out as far back as 1927, but its consequences for field theory have apparently never before been sufficiently explored.
W ith these simple notions it is possible to set up a field theory which exhibits a remarkable symmetry between gravitational and electrostatic fields. I t gives a complete account of electromagnetism and it furnishes a generalized Lagrangrian from which the gravitomagnetic effect can be derived and the absence of an associated electrostatic field explained.
These results appear to run counter to the demonstration th at the Schwarschild metric cannot be embedded in a curvature-free fivefold. The explanation is simple: the fundamental equation (3-3) is not th at of a metric but of a system of directions a t a point. We are not concerned with the metric inherent in the framework, but with peculiarities in the measuring instruments used by 0 to observe the motion of P . While it is not quite true to say th at "curvature is in the eye of the beholder', our theory shows th at a 'tru ly ' straight path may have the appearance of an accelerated motion in a central force field-solely due to the property of rigidity as constraint without deformation and the anti-time blindness of the physical observer.
The merit of a theory largely turns upon the range of observations of which it can give a simple and consistent account. The theory of a five-dimensional world has proved of value outside field theory. I t is well known from the works of Kaluza (1921), Klein (1926 ) de Broglie (1927 ), Flint (1942 ,1945 ), Fisher (1929 , Rosenfeld (1927) , Wilson (1928) and others th at there are several attractive features in a five-dimensional wave mechanics-the wave function being associated with a periodicity in the fifth dimension. Throughout Eddington's treatment of fields as a system of relations between pairs of particles, he makes much use of the system of five independent parameters (Eddington 1936 and 1946) , but he does not regard the fifth co-ordinate 'the phase co-ordinate' as having the same physical status as the other four.
We hope to show in a future communication th at a very satisfactory treatment of wave mechanics can be given within the framework of the present theory. I t also suggests the nature of the exchange forces and the meson field theory developed for the purposes of nuclear physics. In our view, general field theory must be regarded as the foundation upon which any cosm ology must be constructed in our day. One of the most disappointing features of general relativity has been the failure to build a bridge to join it to the rest of physical science. I t has been our aim to construct a scheme so closely related to our common experience th at it should be equally applicable to the description of all physical processes. In particular, we feel the need to establish a descriptive scheme which shall enable dynamics, atomic physics and the statistical systems of thermodynamics to be exhibited as a single coherent system. We believe that this is not possible so long as four-dimensional space-time-however generalized-is taken as the framework to which all physical processes must be referred. We have endeavoured to show that a consistent and fruitful world-picture is obtained by extending the spacetime framework to a five-dimensional scheme free from the complications of a Riemannian or affine geometry. j, k, n, s, v,o) ,p super-or subscripts which assume the values 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. P, v,a ^, super-or subscripts which assume the values 1, 2, 3, 4. super-or subscripts which assume the values 1, 2, 3. The double suffix summation convention applies to each set over these values. purely real or purely imaginary numbers specifying the direction of Lfc in the jQ system. infinitesimal displacements along Ly. potential energy of P in a field of force.
gravitational, Q.e electro magnetic. time co-ordinate of 0. the co-factor of kli in || kli || divided by the value of this determ inant, spherical polar co-ordinates in the space of 0. direction cosines in space defined by equation (3-8). velocity of P relative to 0 , components (Vx, V2, Vz) . defined as iVJc, etc. an universal dimensional constant. U (in § 3) a velocity defined by the values of the vl}L in an electromagnetic field (identified with the velocity of the field-producing body with respect to Q and O). electromagnetic four-vector potential defined by (3-16). direction cosines in space defined by (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) . small quantities. the sth differential of e with respect to any fq. the sth differential of S with respect to any ^q. the field-force vector in classical field theory, element of mass of a field-producing heavy body. (L\, U2, (u1} u2, u in the same way as {Vv Vt, V z) (vv v2, defined Unijied field theory in a curvature-free five-dimensional m
